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Introduction

One of the main goals of the official statistics is to reduce the cost of producing statistical products and to improve the quality of data. This requires the standardization of activities, the uniformity of the production mechanism, as well as the adjustment of the work to minimize management errors. In this reason, the General Statistical Business Process Model (GSBPM) can be taken as a flexible tool in order to required for the production of official statistics in the identification and explanation of the processes.

The main purpose of application of the GSBPM official statistical system is to provide a standardized terminology with a framework for the development of statistical metadata systems and processes. The 4th version of the GSBPM, one of the standard models for statistical process management in the international statistical system, was developed jointly by UNECE, Eurostat and OECD in April 2009. Taking into account it’s broad application in 2012 the State Statistical Committee of the Republic of Azerbaijan prepared a national version based on this standard model. The "General Statistical Business Process Model (Azerbaijani version, first edition)" has been approved by order No 66/07 of the Committee on September 4, 2012. The first edition of GSBPM consisted of 9 main processes and 47 sub-processes. In 2013, the national version of the GSBPM was updated and 158 sub-process was added and the second edition of the Azerbaijani version was approved by the decree No. 30/07 of the Committee dated 12 April 2013.

The fourth version of the "General Statistical Business Process Model" has been revised and updated in 2013 and the fifth version of GSBPM developed by International organisations. Taking into account the application of the fifth version of GSBPM in all statistical activities at national and international levels, the national version of GSBPM was improved in 2015. The number of phases was reduced to 8, sub-processes to 44, and the sub sub-processes to 144. The third edition of the Azerbaijani version was approved by the Committee's Decree No 14/07 of 12 October 2015.

Applying this model in the State Statistical Committee the standardisation of all phases of statistical activity has been reflected in relevant decisions. Depending on the nature of statistical product, this model gives an opportunity to correlate activity with human resources and undertake system based on a defined technological route. For instance, all planned activities for the production of Consumer Price Index, including for specifying the needs for the indicator, designing, building, data collection, data processing, data analysis, data dissemination and evaluation. The main aim of conducting these activities on a regular basis serves to improve data quality and the production process.

The phases of GSBPM are defining the general framework of the model. Therefore, it is possible that the main processes and sub-processes are not the same for all products. Also, phases that are specific to any product may not be relevant for other products or activities. The main purpose here is to organise activities according to the adopted model.

In 2017 within the framework of the twinning project “Support to the State Statistical Committee in Harmonisation of the National Statistics System of the Republic of Azerbaijan in line with European standards”, and as a result of the cooperation between experts from the statistical offices of Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Germany and Slovenia on "Statistical Quality Management" topic further improvements, based on adopted international standards, of the Azerbaijani version of GSBPM has been done and the fourth edition was prepared for publication.

Thus, the current model consists of 8 main phases, 44 sub-processes and 108 sub sub-processes and that covers the standards for the production process of SSC' statistical products.
Generally, the major differences between internationally accepted current GSBPM version fifth and the previous fourth version published in 2009 can be summarised as follows:

- Phase 8 (Archive) has been removed, and incorporated into the over-arching process of data and metadata management, to reflect the view that archiving can happen at any stage in the statistical production process;
- A new sub-process: "Build or enhance dissemination components" has been added within the "Build" phase to reflect the growing importance of having a range of dissemination options;
- Several sub-processes have been re-named to improve clarity;
- The descriptions of the sub-processes have been updated and expanded where necessary. The terminology used has been changed to be less survey-centric, in recognition of the growing use of non-survey sources (administrative data, big data etc.).

The structure of national version

The national version of GSBPM comprises four levels:

- Level 0, the statistical business process;
- Level 1, the eight phases of the statistical business process;
- Level 2, the sub-processes within each phase;
- Level 3, the sub sub-processes of each sub-process.

Each sub-process on the phases should characterize the following identified features:
- entry of the process (access to the product);
- output of the process (result);
- goals (values);
- ownership (process management);
- methodological instructions (materials, documentation);
- opportunities;
- feedback mechanisms.

Over-arching processes with a statistical component include the following. The first four are most closely related to the model:

- **Quality management** – This process includes quality assessment and control mechanisms. It recognises the importance of evaluation and feedback throughout the statistical business process;
- **Metadata management** – Metadata are generated and processed within each phase, there is, therefore, a strong requirement for a metadata management system to ensure the appropriate metadata retain their links with data throughout the GSBPM. This includes process-independent considerations such as metadata and ownership, quality, archiving rules, preservation, retention and disposal;
- **Data management** – This includes process-independent considerations such as general data security, custodianship and ownership, data quality, archiving rules, preservation, retention and disposal;
- **Statistical framework management** – This includes developing standards, for example methodologies, concepts and classifications that apply across multiple processes;
- **Statistical program management** – This includes systematic monitoring and reviewing of emerging information requirements and emerging and changing data sources across all statistical domains. It may result in the definition of new statistical business processes or the redesign of existing ones;
• **Knowledge management** – This ensures that statistical business processes are repeatable, mainly through the maintenance of process documentation;

• **Process data management** – This includes the management of data and metadata generated by and providing information on all parts of the statistical business process;

• **Provider management** – This includes cross-process burden management, as well as topics such as profiling and management of contact information (and thus has particularly close links with statistical business processes that maintain registers);

• **Customer management** – This includes general marketing activities, promoting statistical literacy, and dealing with non-specific customer feedback.

In additionally more general over-arching processes include:

• Human resource management;

• Financial management;

• Project management;

• Legal framework management;

• Organisational framework management;

• Strategic planning.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specify Needs</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Build</th>
<th>Collect</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Analyse</th>
<th>Disseminate</th>
<th>Evaluate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Identify needs</td>
<td>2.1 Design outputs</td>
<td>3.1 Build collection instrument</td>
<td>4.1 Create frame and select sample</td>
<td>5.1 Integrate data</td>
<td>6.1 Prepare draft outputs</td>
<td>7.1 Update output systems</td>
<td>8.1 Gather evaluation inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Consult and confirm needs</td>
<td>2.2 Design variable descriptions</td>
<td>3.2 Build or enhance process components</td>
<td>4.2 Set up collection</td>
<td>5.2 Classify and code</td>
<td>6.2 Validate outputs</td>
<td>7.2 Produce dissemination products</td>
<td>8.2 Conduct evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Establish output objectives</td>
<td>2.3 Design collection</td>
<td>3.3 Build or enhance dissemination components</td>
<td>4.3 Run collection</td>
<td>5.3 Review and validate</td>
<td>6.3 Interpret and explain outputs</td>
<td>7.3 Manage release of dissemination products</td>
<td>8.3 Agree an action plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Identify concepts</td>
<td>2.4 Design frame and sample</td>
<td>3.4 Configure workflows</td>
<td>4.4 Finalise collection</td>
<td>5.4 Edit and impute</td>
<td>6.4 Apply disclosure control</td>
<td>7.4 Promote dissemination products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 Check data availability</td>
<td>2.5 Design processing and analysis</td>
<td>3.5 Test production system</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.5 Derive new variables and units</td>
<td>6.5 Finalise outputs</td>
<td>7.5 Manage user support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 Prepare business case</td>
<td>2.6 Design production systems and workflow</td>
<td>3.6 Test statistical business process</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6 Calculate weights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.7 Calculate aggregates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.8 Finalise data files</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1.1 Identify needs
   1.1.1 Identifying needs based on national priorities
   1.1.2 Study International methodologies, standards and practices and identifying needs
   1.1.3 Study normative base and internal needs
   1.1.4 Research, analyse users' needs and organise meetings with users.
   1.1.5 Prepare identified needs for discussions

1.2 Consult and confirm needs
   1.2.1 Consultation of identified needs with stakeholders
   1.2.2 Specification of needs

1.3 Establish output objectives
   1.3.1 Identify output objectives

1.4 Identify concepts
   1.4.1 Compliance of the concepts according to the national legislation
   1.4.2 Identify cross domain compliance of the concepts
   1.4.3 Ensure international comparability of the concepts
   1.4.4 Consult identified concepts with stakeholders

1.5 Check data availability
   1.5.1 Identify available data sources
   1.5.2 Analyse administrative and other data sources
   1.5.3 Prepare plan (road map) for reducing the gaps
   1.5.4 Determine proposals for changes to the existing normative legal basis

1.6 Prepare business case
   1.6.1 Prepare working plan
   1.6.2 Evaluate risks
   1.6.3 Estimate costs
   1.6.4 Evaluation of the working plan and risks and compile of budget
This phase is triggered when a need for new statistics is identified, or feedback about current statistics initiates a review. It includes all activities associated with engaging customers to identify their detailed statistical needs, proposing high level solution options and preparing business cases to meet these needs.

In this phase the organisation:

- identifies the need for the statistics;
- confirms, in more detail, the statistical needs of the stakeholders;
- establishes the high level objectives of the statistical outputs;
- identifies the relevant concepts and variables for which data are required;
- checks the extent to which current data sources can meet these needs;
- prepares the business case to get approval to produce the statistics.

This phase is broken down into six sub-processes. These are generally sequential, from left to right, but can also occur in parallel, and can be iterative. The sub-processes are:

1.1 Identify needs. This sub-process includes the initial investigation and identification of what statistics are needed and what is needed of the statistics. It may be triggered by a new information request, an environmental change such as a reduced budget. Action plans from evaluations of previous iterations of the process, or from other processes, might provide an input to this sub-process. It also includes consideration of practice amongst other (national and international) statistical organisations producing similar data, and in particular the methods used by those organisations. It may involve consideration of specific needs of different user communities, such as the disabled or different ethnic groups. This sub-process covers five sub-processes:

1.1.1 Identifying needs based on national priorities. The aim of this sub sub-process is to review the national strategical documents and policies for statistical information needs. It includes reviewing of strategies for development, road maps, decrees or other official documents adopted by the Azerbaijani government.

1.1.2 Study International methodologies, standards and practices and identifying needs. This sub sub-process is focused on research, review and study of relevant international methodologies, standards, practices and tendencies regarding the production of statistics. It includes also documenting of findings which can be used as input in "Design" phase, when the international methodology has to be reflected into the national one (e.g. harmonisation of definitions and concepts, improving statistical production tools, introducing new classifications and methods for collection, processing, analysing or dissemination of the data).

1.1.3 Study normative base and internal needs. This sub sub-process includes reviewing of the normative documents of the State Statistical Committee as decrees, decisions and other documents (e.g. Annual statistical program, strategies for development or improvement of the official statistics). During this process needs of other statistical domains are being identified.

1.1.4 Research, analyse users' needs and organise meetings with users. This sub sub-process includes assessment of user's satisfaction surveys, analytics of the use of statistics through the official web page of SSC as well as received questionnaires for data availability by national or international organisations. As the main input for analysing the user needs in sub-process 1.1 “Identify needs” the regularly organised meetings with key users plays very important role. The research and analysing the user needs include not only the scope of
statistical products needed but also the tools and services for the dissemination of the products.

1.1.5 Prepare identified needs for discussions. This sub sub-process summarise all identified user needs in sub sub-processes from 1.1.1 to 1.1.4 in order to consult them and discuss it again with users and the Methodological Council of SSC.

1.2 Consult and confirm needs. This sub-process focuses on consulting with the stakeholders and confirming in detail the needs for the statistics. A good understanding of user needs is required so that the statistical organisation knows not only what it is expected to deliver, but also when, how, and, perhaps most importantly, why. For second and subsequent iterations of this phase, the main focus will be on determining whether previously identified needs have changed. This detailed understanding of user needs is the critical part of this sub-process. This sub-process coverss three sub-sub-processes:

1.2.1 Consultation of identified needs with stakeholders. This sub-process can be implemented together with activities performed in 1.1.4, where meetings with users are being organised. In these meetings, main users including data providers are invited. It aims to consult all stakeholders and receive feedback about identified user needs. In some cases, consultations are in written form (official letters or e-mails).

1.2.2 Specification of needs. This sub-process aims to check up the changes from previously identified needs and the level of their validity in the current iteration. For new business processes, it might include cross domain comparability of identified needs since the needs for new statistical products might be stressed in sub-process 1.1 of other related domains. For example needs for poverty indicators might be stressed by users of household budget survey or labour statistics and in the result, a new survey as the European “Statistics on income and living conditions (SILC)” might be proposed to cover the needs.

1.2.3 Discuss and confirm identified needs. This sub-process takes the results from 1.1.5 as well as 1.2.1 as an input for discussions of identified needs at the Methodological Council. The Council is reviewing and confirming the needs taking into consideration the relevance of the proposals, the institutional capacity, as well as any, constraints for answering thees needs on an institutional level.

1.3 Establish output objectives. This sub-process identifies the statistical outputs that are required to meet the user needs identified in sub-process 1.2 “Consult and confirm needs”. It includes agreeing the suitability of the proposed outputs and their quality measures with users. Legal frameworks (e.g. relating to confidentiality), and available resources are likely to be constraints when establishing output objectives. This sub-process coverss one sub-sub-process:

1.3.1 Identify output objectives. In this sub-sub-process, the outputs and their objectives are determined based on the results of 1.2.3 and taking into account the quality measures needed, confidentiality, possible periodicity and frequency for producing the outputs.

1.4 Identify concepts. This sub-process clarifies the required concepts to be measured by the business process from the point of view of the user. At this stage the concepts identified may not align with existing statistical standards. This alignment, and the choice or definition of the statistical concepts and variables to be used, takes place in sub-process 2.2. This sub-process covers four sub-sub-processes:
1.4.1 Compliance of the concepts according to the national legislation. This sub sub-process identified the level of compliance of the required concepts with the national legislation and their existence. In some cases, national concepts might be not existing or covering partly the concepts required. As result of which the existence of concepts on international level identified in sub sub-process 1.4.3 can be reviewed and applied.

1.4.2 Identify cross domain compliance of the concepts. This sub sub-process identify the level of compliance of the required concepts with existing concepts used by other statistical domains.

1.4.3 Ensure international comparability of the concepts. This sub sub-process identify the level of compliance between required and existing international concepts taking into account identified concepts in sub sub-process 1.4.1.

1.4.4 Consult identified concepts with stakeholders. This sub sub-process aims to inform the users (stakeholders) about findings and concepts planned to be used. It might be through organising a consultation meeting or in written form via sending official letters or e-mails.

1.5 Check data availability. This sub-process checks whether current data sources could meet user requirements, and the conditions under which they would be available, including any restrictions on their use. An assessment of possible alternatives would normally include research into potential administrative or other non-statistical data sources, to determine whether they would be suitable for use for statistical purposes. When existing sources have been assessed, a strategy for filling any remaining gaps in the data requirement is prepared. This sub-process also includes a more general assessment of the legal framework in which data would be collected and used, and may therefore identify proposals for changes to existing legislation or the introduction of a new legal framework. This sub-process covers four sub sub-processes:

1.5.1 Identify available data sources. This sub sub-process is focused on identifying available administrative or other data sources where any of the data needed is existing. It’s an important step in reducing the burden on the individual respondents in case of defining of new or repetition of running production processes. Identification of the available data sources takes into account the results from sub sub-process 1.3.1 where the outputs and their objectives have been identified.

1.5.2 Analyse administrative and other data sources. This sub sub-process aims to study and analyse the identified available data sources in respect of data coverage and its metadata, methodology and concepts used as well as a review of any specific technical or legal documents which provide detailed information about the observed data source. An important result from this sub sub-process is also identification of the gaps between identified needs and available information in the administrative or other data sources.

1.5.3 Prepare plan (road map) for reducing the gaps. This sub sub-process aims to develop a plan using the results from 1.5.2 in order to determine possible methods for reducing the gaps between identified needs and available information in the administrative or other data sources (e.g. agreement for improvement of the administrative data source after consultations with data source owners, develop models for estimations or covering the gaps via standard data collection with respondents).
1.5.4 Determine proposals for changes to the existing normative legal basis. This sub-process aims to determine proposals for changes to the legal basis regulating the identified administrative or other data sources, in case of need. The proposals can be developed together with the data source owners through written consultations or establishing specific cross institutional working groups. The proposals for changes may cover topics as data and metadata access (license), harmonisation of the methodology used in respect of definitions, classifications, coding applied and etc.

1.6 Prepare business case. This sub-process documents the findings of the other sub-processes in this phase in the form of a business case to get approval to implement the new or modified statistical business process. Such a business case would need to conform to the requirements of the approval body, but would typically include elements such as:

- a description of the "As-Is" business process (if it already exists), with information on how the current statistics are produced, highlighting any inefficiencies and issues to be addressed;
- the proposed "To-Be" solution, detailing how the statistical business process will be developed to produce the new or revised statistics;
- an assessment of costs and benefits, as well as any external constraints.

This sub-process covers four sub-sub-processes:

1.6.1 Prepare working plan. In this sub-sub-process, a working plan is developed based on results from previous sub-sub-processes. The working plan can be new, revised or completely same as the working plan used in the previous period. In the case of revision of already existing working plan from previous periods, the level of changes is indicated. The working plan contains a description of planned activities by relevant phases of the business process, planned products and services to be produced as well as justification for the benefits.

1.6.2 Evaluate risks. This sub-sub-process is used to evaluate the risks which might occur during implementation of proposed business processes and which might have a significant impact on the quality of results.

1.6.3 Estimate costs. This sub-sub-process plays important role in providing estimations for the costs needed for each process planned to be implemented. It's based on the working plan prepared in sub-sub-process 1.6.1.

1.6.4 Evaluation of the working plan and risks and compile of budget. In this sub-process, the working plan based on the results from previous sub-processes, the risk evaluation and proposed budget is provided to the "Methodological Council" and "Collegium" for review and approval. The approval of the whole business case gives "green light" for the "Design" process.
This phase describes the development and design activities, and any associated practical research work needed to define the statistical outputs, concepts, methodologies, collection instruments and operational processes. It includes all the design elements needed to define or refine the statistical products or services identified in the business case. This phase specifies all relevant metadata, ready for use later in the statistical business process, as well as quality assurance procedures. For statistical outputs produced on a regular basis, this phase usually occurs for the first iteration, and whenever improvement actions are identified in the Evaluate phase of a previous iteration. Design activities make substantial use of international and national standards, in order to reduce the length and cost of the design process, and enhance to comparability and usability of outputs. Organisations are also encouraged to reuse or adapt design elements from existing processes. Additionally, outputs of design processes may form the basis for future standards at the organisation, national or international levels. This phase is broken down into six sub-processes, which are generally sequential, from left to right, but can also occur in parallel, and can be iterative. These sub-processes are:

**2.1 Design outputs.** This sub-process contains the detailed design of the statistical outputs, products and services to be produced, including the related development work and preparation of the systems and tools used in the "Disseminate" phase. Disclosure control methods, as well as processes governing access to any confidential outputs are also designed here. Outputs should be designed to follow existing standards wherever possible, so inputs to this process may include metadata from similar or previous collections, international standards, and information about practices in other statistical organisations from sub-process 1.1 “Identify needs”. This sub-process covers one sub-sub-process:

**2.1.1 Design layouts and outputs.** This sub sub-process is focused on designing the layouts and the content of outputs (statistical tables, indicators, special publications or news-releases) planned for dissemination. Design of the outputs follows internally established procedures and the dissemination policy of SSC as well as standards and objectives identified in sub sub-processes 1.1.2, 1.3.1 and 1.4.3.

**2.2 Design variable descriptions.** This sub-process defines the statistical variables to be collected via the collection instrument, as well as any other variables that will be derived from them in sub-process 5.5 “Derive new variables and units”, and any statistical classifications that will be used. It is expected that existing national and international standards will be followed wherever possible. This sub-process may need to run in parallel with sub-process 2.3 “Design collection”, as the definition of the variables to be collected, and the choice of collection instrument may be inter-dependent to some degree. Preparation of metadata descriptions of collected and derived variables and classifications is a necessary precondition for subsequent phases. This sub-process covers one sub-sub-process:

**2.2.1 Design variable descriptions.** This sub sub-process includes defining of the descriptions of variables which have to be collected or derived. Descriptions give information about the name of the variables, types, definitions and codes lists to be used). In some cases, the descriptions of the variables take into account collection methods and instruments which are designed in sub sub-processes 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

**2.3 Design collection.** This sub-process determines the most appropriate collection method(s) and instrument(s). The actual activities in this sub-process will vary according to the type of collection instruments required, which can include computer assisted interviewing, paper questionnaires, administrative data interfaces and data integration techniques. This sub-process includes the design of collection instruments, questions and response templates (in conjunction with the variables and statistical classifications designed...
in sub-process 2.2 “Design variable descriptions”). It also includes the design of any formal agreements relating to data supply, such as memoranda of understanding, and confirmation of the legal basis for the data collection. This sub-process is enabled by tools such as question libraries (to facilitate the reuse of questions and related attributes), questionnaire tools (to enable the quick and easy compilation of questions into formats suitable for cognitive testing) and agreement templates (to help standardise terms and conditions). This sub-process also includes the design of process-specific provider management systems. This sub-process covers three sub sub-processes:

2.3.1 Determine data collection methods. In this sub sub-process, the most appropriate data collection methods are determined (e.g. traditional collection via PAPI, CAPI, CATI, obtaining administrative data or using a mixture of collection methods). In many cases, the determination of the collection methods depends on the results from sub-process 1.5 and approved business case in 1.6.4.

2.3.2 Design data collection instruments. In this sub sub-process, data collection instruments are being designed. Collection instruments such as new questionnaires or modules of questions, data entry software, instructions for interviewers, respondents, IT department or data entry operators. In most cases, the data collection instruments have to be (re)designed based on identified and confirmed needs in 1.2.3 or the evaluation performed in 8.2.1 from previous iterations of the business process as well as using internal (institutional) templates with concrete rules how to prepare the collection instruments.

2.3.3 Design data collection legal basis. This sub sub-process is used to design the legal basis which supports the collection process. It may include the design of official letters with request for data access, agreements for data exchange, decrees of the head of SSC addressed to respondents informing about the purpose and needs etc. In many cases, the legal basis to be designed depends on data collection methods determined in 2.3.1.

2.4 Design frame and sample. This sub-process only applies to processes which involve data collection based on sampling, such as through statistical surveys. It identifies and specifies the population of interest, defines a sampling frame (and, where necessary, the register from which it is derived), and determines the most appropriate sampling criteria and methodology (which could include complete enumeration). Common sources for a sampling frame are administrative and statistical registers, censuses and information from other sample surveys. This sub-process describes how these sources can be combined if needed. Analysis of whether the frame covers the target population should be performed. A sampling plan should be made: The actual sample is created in sub-process 4.1 “Create frame and select sample”, using the methodology, specified in this sub-process. This sub-process covers two sub sub-processes:

2.4.1 Design frame. This sub sub-process is used to design the frame for the sample. It includes identifying the data source or data bases (Census, administrative/official registers of any statistical units, etc.) which will be used for creating the sample frame in sub-process 4.1. It should also include analysis of target population coverage. As the specific practice of SSC here, specifications or instructions for the unit/department responsible for maintaining sampling procedures are developed.

2.4.2 Design sample methodology. This sub sub-process is used to design the sampling methodology, where it’s also determined if a complete enumeration is going to be used or not. Instructions for creating the sample in sub-process 4.1.2 are also developed here. The sampling methodology includes the content, methods for defining the structure of the sample as well as procedures for replacement of sample units if needed.
2.5 Design processing and analysis. This sub-process designs the statistical processing methodology to be applied during the "Process" and "Analyse" phases. This can include specification of routines for coding, editing, imputing, estimating, integrating, validating and finalizing data sets. This sub-process covers two sub-sub-processes:

2.5.1 Identify methods for data processing and analyses. In this sub-sub-process identification of most suitable methods for data processing and analysis is done. It may include also the determination of whether the currently used method has to be revised or not, based on the review of international methodologies, standards and practices performed in 1.1.2.

2.5.2 Design methods for data processing and analyses. In this sub-sub-process, the methods and general methodology for processing and analyses are designed. It includes also the design of specifications for IT department regarding performing concrete methods for coding, validation rules, coverage of the imputation etc. In this sub-sub-process also the specifications for IT unit about the content of intermediate working tables with aggregates are developed. These intermediate working tables with aggregates are obtained later in 5.7.1 through the special internally developed IT tool for obtaining aggregates from the primary database.

2.6 Design production systems and workflow. This sub-process determines the workflow from data collection to dissemination, taking an overview of all the processes required within the whole statistical production process, and ensuring that they fit together efficiently with no gaps or redundancies. Various systems and databases are needed throughout the process. A general principle is to reuse processes and technology across many statistical business processes, so existing production solutions (e.g. services, systems and databases) should be examined first, to determine whether they are fit for purpose for this specific process, then, if any gaps are identified, new solutions should be designed. This sub-process also considers how staff will interact with systems, and who will be responsible for what and when. This sub-process covers two sub-sub-processes:

2.6.1 Design production system and workflow based on identified user needs. In this sub-sub-process, the production system and the workflow are designed based on identified and approved user needs in sub-sub-process 1.2.3. The design includes a description of the production solutions to be used. The workflow design describes the type of and sequence of activities to be performed from collection to dissemination of the statistical outputs. Identification of the responsible staff or units to perform or monitor the activities is determined also in this sub-sub-process.

2.6.2 Analyse and approve all designed methodological components, production system and workflow. In this sub-sub-process review of all designed methodological components, production system and workflow are performed. The reviewing body is the Methodological Council or Collegium of SSC. The review includes also consultations with relevant for the statistical domain ministries or state agencies of Azerbaijan regarding the methodology and some of the production processes. The results of the review can be an agreed methodological components, production system and workflow or recommendations for revision of any of the components. The review process can be repeated several times until final agreement of the Methodological Council and ministries is achieved. All designed and agreed methodological components, legal basis regarding collection designed in sub-sub-process 2.3.3, production system and workflow are approved by the chairman of the SSC. In some cases, approvals from the relevant ministries are also required. Official approval determines that the work on the rest of production processes may start.
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This phase builds and tests the production solution to the point where it is ready for use in the "live" environment. The outputs of the "Design" phase direct the selection of reusable processes, instruments, information, and services that are assembled and configured in this phase to create the complete operational environment to run the process. New services are built by exception, created in response to gaps in the existing catalogue of services sourced from within the organisation and externally. These new services are constructed to be broadly reusable within the statistical production architecture.

For statistical outputs produced on a regular basis, this phase usually occurs for the first iteration, and following a review or a change in methodology or technology, rather than for every iteration.

It is broken down into seven sub-processes, which are generally sequential, from left to right, but can also occur in parallel, and can be iterative. These sub-processes are:

3.1 Build collection instrument. This sub-process describes the activities to build the collection instruments to be used during the "Collect" phase. The collection instrument is generated or built based on the design specifications created during the "Design" phase. A collection may use one or more modes to receive the data, e.g. personal or telephone interviews; paper, electronic or web questionnaires; SDMX hubs. Collection instruments may also be data extraction routines used to gather data from existing statistical or administrative data sets. This sub-process also includes preparing and testing the contents and functioning of that instrument (e.g. testing the questions in a questionnaire). It is recommended to consider the direct connection of collection instruments to the statistical metadata system, so that metadata can be more easily captured in the collection phase. Connection of metadata and data at the point of capture can save work in later phases. Capturing the metrics of data collection (paradata) is also an important consideration in this sub-process. This sub-process covers three sub sub-processes:

3.1.1 Prepare technical specifications for building or updating statistical data collection instruments. In this sub sub-process, technical specifications for building or updating data collection instruments are prepared. The specifications are based on the results from subprocesses of the "Design" phase, where the most appropriate and needed instruments are identified. The specifications include the type of the instruments to be used, instructions for defining specific quality control mechanisms such as logical checks, skips between questions etc. This sub sub-process is performed based on consultations with IT department and software developers in cases when the data collection instruments have to be developed or updated by an external software developers. The IT department provides also an important input to the specifications regarding further harmonisation to be performed in sub sub-process 3.4.1. In the cases where administrative or other data sources are going to be collected specifications might be consulted with the data source owners in regard to services and procedures.

3.1.2 Build or update software for statistical data collection. In this sub sub-process, collection instruments are built or updated in cooperation between the subject matter department' methodologists and IT department or external software developers) based on the specifications developed in 3.1.1.

3.1.3 Test built or updated software for statistical data collection. In this sub sub-process initial tests of the collection components in regard to coverage of specifications, quality control measurements, the performance of the data collection instruments are being performed. Usually done by ITs and subject matter department' methodologists. In some cases, data entry staff or chosen respondents can be involved in the tests of the data collection software.
3.2 Build or enhance process components. This sub-process describes the activities to build new and enhance existing components and services needed for the “Process” and “Analyse” phases, as designed in the "Design" phase. Services may include dashboard functions and features, information services, transformation functions, workflow frameworks, provider and metadata management services. This sub-process covers three sub-processes:

3.2.1 Prepare technical specification for building or updating components for data processing and analysis. In this sub-process, technical specifications for building or updating components for processing and analysing are prepared. The specifications are based on the results from subprocess 2.5 of the “Design” phase. This sub-process is performed based on consultations between IT unit, subject matter department' methodologists and experts from the "Centre for Scientific Research and Statistical Innovation" who are responsible for sampling (if it's relevant). IT unit also provides important input to the specifications regarding further harmonisation to be performed in sub-process 3.4.1.

3.2.2 Build or update software for data processing and analysis. In this sub-process components for processing and analyse are built or updated in cooperation between the subject matter department' methodologists, IT unit (or external software developer) and experts from the "Centre for Scientific Research and Statistical Innovation" (if it's relevant). The built or updated components are based on the specifications developed in 3.2.1.

3.2.3 Test built or updated software for data processing and analysis. In this sub-process, initials tests of built or updated components for process and analyse are performed. In regard to coverage of the specifications developed in 3.4.1. Usually done by ITs and methodologists who are responsible to process and analyse collected data.

3.3 Build or enhance dissemination components. This sub-process describes the activities to build new and enhance existing components and services needed for the dissemination of statistical products as designed in sub-process 2.1 “Design outputs”. All types of dissemination components and services are included, from those that are used to produce traditional paper publications to those that provide web services, open data outputs, or access to micro-data. This sub-process covers three sub-processes:

3.3.1 Prepare technical specification for building or updating components for dissemination. In this sub-process, technical specifications for building or updating components for dissemination are prepared. The specifications are based on the results from subprocesses of “Design” phase as well as determined dissemination methods, tools and services planned in the business case (sub-process 1.6). The specifications include the list of the products to be disseminated, types and functionalities of the tools for dissemination, rules and standards for visualization, relations with quality reports and metadata and others. This sub-process is performed based on consultations between subject matter departments’ methodologists, experts from departments responsible for dissemination and IT and software developers in cases when building or updating of the components has to be outsourced. The IT department provides also an important input to the specifications regarding further harmonization to be performed in sub-sub-process 3.4.1.

3.3.2 Build or update software for data dissemination. In this sub-process component for dissemination are built or updated in cooperation between the subject matter departments' methodologists, experts from dissemination and IT departments (or external...
software developer). The built or updated components are based on the specifications developed in 3.3.1.

3.3.3 Test built or updated software for data dissemination. In this sub sub-process, initial tests of built or updated components for dissemination are performed. Objectives of the tests are checking of coverage of the specifications developed in 3.4.1 as well as the operational performance of the components. Usually done by IT experts and department responsible for dissemination of the statistical products.

3.4 Configure workflows. This sub-process configures the workflow, systems and transformations used within the statistical business processes, from data collection through to dissemination. It ensures that the workflow specified in sub-process 2.6 “Design production systems and workflow” works in practice. This sub-process covers one sub-process:

3.4.1 Harmonise built or updated components with internal information systems and tools. This sub-process includes harmonization of built or updated components (tools) for collection, processing, analysing or dissemination with already set (developed) internal tools and information systems. Harmonization activities such as updates of the internal metadata system, internal registers (e.g. “Register of Indicators”), data bases (e.g. “Passports of Rayons”) or classification systems. It includes also the configuration of IT tools and services for transformation processes of services for communication between different tools or databases. This process involves subject matter departments who prepared the technical specifications in sub-processes 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.

3.5 Test production system. This sub-process is concerned with the testing of assembled and configured services and related workflows. It includes technical testing and sign-off of new programmes and routines, as well as confirmation that existing routines from other statistical business processes are suitable for use in this case. Whilst part of this activity concerning the testing of individual components and services could logically be linked with sub-process 3.2 “Build or enhance process components”, this sub-process also includes testing of interactions between assembled and configured services, and ensuring that the production solution works as a coherent set processes, information and services. This sub-process covers two sub sub-processes:

3.5.1 Test the production system. In this sub sub-process, the production system and performance of the components and related services which have been built or updated (sub-processes 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) and harmonized with internal information systems and databases (sub sub-process 3.4.1) are being tested.

3.5.2 Approve tested production system. In this sub sub-process, the tests of the production system components which have been built or updated are being evaluated and approved by authorized unit or responsible person who should accept (receive) the components from IT department or software developer. The process includes checking the coverage and answering the requirements of the specifications developed in sub sub-processes 3.1.1, 3.2.1 and 3.3.1.

3.6 Test statistical business process. This sub-process describes the activities to manage a field test or pilot of the statistical business process. Typically it includes a small-scale data collection, to test collection instruments, followed by processing and analysis of the collected data, to ensure the statistical business process performs as expected. Following the pilot, it may be necessary to go back to a previous step and make adjustments to instruments,
systems or components. For a major statistical business process, e.g. a population census, there may be several iterations until the process is working satisfactorily. This sub-process covers two sub-sub-processes:

3.6.1 Plan test of the business process. This sub-sub-process is focused on the preparation of concrete plan with actions for testing the run of the business process from the collection to dissemination at once. It’s based on determined main aim and most suitable environment for testing (in-house testing or conducting a real pilot survey with respondents) of the business process.

3.6.2 Run of testing the business process and evaluation. This sub-sub-process is for running the test of the business process. The most important results from this sub-sub-process are developing an evaluation report on how the business process is running and/or how to be improved. It might include recommendations for repetition of 3.6. or redesign of any methodological or production process components and approve them again through sub-sub-process 2.6.2. The recommendations might concern the current or next iterations of the business process depending on the importance and the possibilities to reflect the changes before the start of the data collection phase.

3.7 Finalise production systems. This sub-process includes the activities to put the assembled and configured processes and services, including modified and newly-created services into production ready for use by business areas. The activities include:

- producing documentation about the process components, including technical documentation and user manuals;
- training the business users on how to operate the process;
- moving the process components into the production environment, and ensuring they work as expected in that environment (this activity may also be part of sub-process 3.5 “Test production system”).

This sub-process covers two sub-sub-processes:

3.7.1 Approve and introduce internally the production system. The aim of this sub-sub-process is to approve the evaluation report from 3.6.2 after all tests and adjusted methodological or production process components (if it was recommended by the evaluation report). The approval obtained in this sub-sub-process confirms that the production system is ready for the collection phase. After approval of the production system, a general presentation to the management of SSC is organized.

3.7.2 Familiarize and train the users of production system. This sub-sub-process aims to familiarize users of the production systems with its structure, procedures and instructions for operating with its components. Familiarization is done through certain technical and other trainings; as well as developing and providing user manuals and other technical documentations. The activities of this sub-sub-process are performed often with the support of the IT department.
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This phase collects or gathers all necessary information (data and metadata), using different collection modes (including extractions from statistical, administrative and other non-statistical registers and databases), and loads them into the appropriate environment for further processing. Whilst it can include validation of data set formats, it does not include any transformations of the data themselves, as these are all done in the "Process" phase. For statistical outputs produced regularly, this phase occurs in each iteration. The "Collect" phase is broken down into four sub-processes, which are generally sequential, from left to right, but can also occur in parallel, and can be iterative. These sub-processes are:

4.1 Create frame and select sample. This sub-process establishes the frame and selects the sample for this iteration of the collection, as specified in sub-process 2.4 “Design frame and sample”. It also includes the coordination of samples between instances of the same statistical business process (for example to manage overlap or rotation), and between different processes using a common frame or register (for example to manage overlap or to spread response burden). Quality assurance and approval of the frame and the selected sample are also undertaken in this sub-process, though maintenance of underlying registers, from which frames for several statistical business processes are drawn, is treated as a separate business process. The sampling aspect of this sub-process is not usually relevant for processes based entirely on the use of pre-existing sources (e.g. administrative sources) as such processes generally create frames from the available data and then follow a census approach. This sub-process covers three sub-sub-processes:

4.1.1 Prepare data base for sampling frame. In this sub sub-process, the data base identified in 2.4.1 for sampling frame is prepared for selection of the sample for the current iteration of data collection. Here also the quality measures are taken into account as well as maintenance of the data bases when it’s used by several statistical domains for different statistical surveys or in the case of planning rotations.

4.1.2 Select the sample. In this sub sub-process, the sample has been selected from the sample frame prepared in sub sub-process 4.1.1 and according to sample methodology designed in 2.4.2.

4.1.3 Finalize the sample. In this sub sub-process selected sample is finalized with adding information important for collection and processing phases. For example - ID's of interviewers, statistical units or information which will be needed later for calculation of the quality indicators.

4.2 Set up collection. This sub-process ensures that the people, processes and technology are ready to collect data and metadata, in all modes as designed. It takes place over a period of time, as it includes the strategy, planning and training activities in preparation for the specific instance of the statistical business process. Where the process is repeated regularly, some (or all) of these activities may not be explicitly required for each iteration. For one-off and new processes, these activities can be lengthy. This sub-process includes:

- preparing a collection strategy;
- training collection staff;
- ensuring collection resources are available e.g. laptops;
- agreeing terms with any intermediate collection bodies, e.g. sub-contractors for computer assisted telephone interviewing;
- configuring collection systems to request and receive the data;
- ensuring the security of data to be collected;
• preparing collection instruments (e.g. printing questionnaires, pre-filling them with existing data, loading questionnaires and data onto interviewers' computers etc.).

For non-survey sources, this sub-process will include ensuring that the necessary processes, systems and confidentiality procedures are in place, to receive or extract the necessary information from the source. This sub-process covers five sub sub-processes:

4.2.1 **Develop a plan for data collection.** In this sub sub-process, the survey responsible unit prepares a plan for the data collection process. The plan is setting the responsible structures (RSOs) for all activities and the unit or concrete employees (methodologists) who will provide methodological support to interviewers or respondents. The plan also determines all deadlines for field work, and sending the reports via data entry software to the central database. The plan includes also explanations of the institutional procedures for approaching respondents for any clarifications or validation of reported data if needed.

4.2.2 **Identify the staff.** In this sub sub-process, the staffs for data collection (interviewers) are being identified. The process includes preparation of the individual contracts and communication with the staff. In the case of business statistics or other similar domains where respondents/reporting units directly submit the data to the central database, a responsible contact person from SSC is being identified. This contact person has to check and update the list of contacts of the respondents.

4.2.3 **Prepare training materials and conduct trainings.** In this sub sub-process, training materials as instructions and methodological notes for interviewers and respondents are being prepared. The training sessions can include also presenting the changes from the previous periods regarding the collection instruments such as questionnaire forms, supporting legal or other documents, etc. Prepared materials are presented in training sessions for interviewers or sent directly to the respondents/reporting units in case of data collection without interviewers. In some cases, training sessions may include also presentation and test of new or updated data collection/entry software CATI method is applied.

4.2.4 **Ensure material resources and IT instruments for data collection.** In this sub sub-process collection materials and instruments (questionnaires, instructions, methodological notes, official letters and decrees) which were designed in sub-process 2.3 are printed (prepared) and distributed to relevant structures or actors in the collection process.

4.2.5 **Ensure access to data entry programs.** In this sub sub-process access to data entry program is ensured by providing usernames and passwords, as well as related links and instructions. It includes installing the data collection/entry software to mobile devices (tablets) or personal computers at the RSOs when it's needed. Ensuring access to data collection/entry programs it might mean that the running of the data collection can start (if it's indicated in the plan prepared in sub sub-process 4.2.1).

4.3 **Run collection.** This sub-process is where the collection is implemented, with the different instruments being used to collect or gather the information, which may include raw micro-data or aggregates produced at the source, as well as any associated metadata. It includes the initial contact with providers and any subsequent follow-up or reminder actions. It may include manual data entry at the point of contact, or fieldwork management, depending on the source and collection mode. It records when and how providers were contacted, and whether they have responded. This sub-process also includes the management of the providers involved in the current collection, ensuring that the relationship...
between the statistical organisation and data providers remains positive, and recording and responding to comments, queries and complaints. For administrative and other non-statistical sources, this process is brief: the provider is either contacted to send the information, or sends it as scheduled. When the collection meets its targets, it is closed and a report on the collection is produced. Some basic validation of the structure and integrity of the information received may take place within this sub-process, e.g. checking that files are in the right format and contain the expected fields. All validation of the content takes place in the “Process” phase. This sub-process covers five sub-processes:

4.3.1 **Receive first data from reporting units.** In this sub-sub-process, first interim reports from RSOs or respondents/reporting units are received. The process includes monitoring of the timeliness and temps of receiving the reports according to planned time schedule. The monitoring is performed by the survey responsible department in the Central office.

4.3.2 **Prepare preliminary database.** In this sub-sub-process, survey responsible department and statisticians are provided with access to internal IT tools in order to review the preliminary collected data.

4.3.3 **Validate collected data.** In this sub-process, basic automated validation procedures are applied, such as technical validation for problems in the logical control measures performance or consistency of the data formats according to the requirements. In most cases these automated validation procedures are done by the IT unit and results are provided to the subject matter departments for evaluation and further procedures.

4.3.4 **Evaluate collected data.** This sub-sub-process is for evaluation of the results from sub-sub-process 4.3.3 and take measures to solve the technical problems. In case of identified technical problems and after additional measures are taken respondents are being approached to submit again their reports. The procedures on approaching the respondents for clarifications or re-submitting the reports are part of the plan developed in sub-sub-process 4.2.1.

4.3.5 **Provide information and technical support during running collection.** In this sub-process activity for providing methodological or logistical support to the interviewers, respondents, RSOs etc. are foreseen. Usually the support is provided by the statistical unit/department in Central Office responsible for the overall methodology of the survey.

4.4 **Finalise collection.** This sub-process includes loading the collected data and metadata into a suitable electronic environment for further processing. It may include manual or automatic data take-on, for example using clerical staff or optical character recognition tools to extract information from paper questionnaires, or converting the formats of files received from other organisations. It may also include analysis of the process metadata (paradata) associated with collection to ensure the collection activities have met requirements. In cases where there is a physical collection instrument, such as a paper questionnaire, which is not needed for further processing, this sub-process manages the archiving of that material. This sub-process covers two sub-sub-processes:

4.4.1 **Prepare the collected data for processing.** In this sub-sub-process, collected and validated data is prepared for processing and analyse. The data is uploaded in relevant databases if needed. Final checks are performed and documented.

4.4.2 **Archive all materials from data collection.** This sub-sub-process is for archiving all developed and used materials and instruments from 4.2.3., as well documentation of
performance and activities taken to support the respondents or interviewers in the collection. It includes also documentation about problems occurred during the evaluation of the collected data. These documents usually are developed in sub-process 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 by IT experts and survey responsible methodologists.
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This phase describes the cleaning of data and their preparation for analysis. It is made up of sub-processes that check, clean, and transform input data, so that they can be analysed and disseminated as statistical outputs. It may be repeated several times if necessary. For statistical outputs produced regularly, this phase occurs in each iteration. The sub-processes in this phase can apply to data from both statistical and non-statistical sources (with the possible exception of sub-process 5.6 “Calculate weights”, which is usually specific to survey data).

The "Process" and "Analyse" phases can be iterative and parallel. Analysis can reveal a broader understanding of the data, which might make it apparent that additional processing is needed. Activities within the "Process" and "Analyse" phases may commence before the "Collect" phase is completed. This enables the compilation of provisional results where timeliness is an important concern for users, and increases the time available for analysis.

This phase is broken down into eight sub-processes, which may be sequential, from left to right, but can also occur in parallel, and can be iterative. These sub-processes are:

5.1 Integrate data. This sub-process integrates data from one or more sources. It is where the results of sub-processes in the "Collect" phase are combined. The input data can be from a mixture of external or internal data sources, and a variety of collection modes, including extracts of administrative data. The result is a set of linked data. Data integration can include:

- combining data from multiple sources, as part of the creation of integrated statistics such as national accounts;
- matching / record linkage routines, with the aim of linking micro or macro data from different sources;
- prioritising, when two or more sources contain data for the same variable, with potentially different values.

Data integration may take place at any point in this phase, before or after any of the other sub-processes. There may also be several instances of data integration in any statistical business process. Following integration, depending on data protection requirements, data may be anonymised, that is stripped of identifiers such as name and address, to help to protect confidentiality. This sub-process covers one sub-process:

5.1.1 Integrate different data sources. This sub sub-process is focused on the integration of data sources (files) collected internally (from different surveys) or externally (obtained by administrative or other sources). This integration is relevant in cases when the outputs to be produced are a combination of already collected data from different domains. In most cases, this sub sub-process is applicable for statistical departments like National Accounts.

5.2 Classify and code. This sub-process classifies and codes the input data. For example automatic (or clerical) coding routines may assign numeric codes to text responses according to a pre-determined classification scheme. This sub-process covers two sub-processes:

5.2.1 Code input data or statistical units. In this sub sub-process coding of input data according to predefined classifications, national or internal code lists etc. is performed. This coding procedures are needed for further calculations or obtaining derived variables and aggregates during the next processing stages. In some cases, coding might be performed after imputation of units or other elements done in sub sub-process 5.4.2.

5.2.2 Classify input data or statistical units. This sub sub-process is focused to classify input data to concrete classifications or to new classes or groups for later use in analyses or
calculation of aggregates. Classifying of input data is based on designed outputs in sub sub-process 2.1.1. In some cases classifying might be performed after imputation of units or other elements done in sub-process 5.4.2.

5.3 Review and validate. This sub-process examines data to try to identify potential problems, errors and discrepancies such as outliers, item non-response and miscoding. It can also be referred to as input data validation. It may be run iteratively, validating data against predefined edit rules, usually in a set order. It may flag data for automatic or manual inspection or editing. Reviewing and validating can apply to data from any type of source, before and after integration. Whilst validation is treated as part of the “Process” phase, in practice, some elements of validation may occur alongside collection activities, particularly for modes such as web collection. Whilst this sub-process is concerned with detection of actual or potential errors, any correction activities that actually change the data are done in sub-process 5.4. This sub-process covers three sub-processes:

5.3.1 First verification of data at the initial phase. In this sub-sub-process, not automated, but manual verification of the input data is performed. This process might start even before the data collection is finalised, as the subject matter departments has access to review preliminary collected data in sub-process 4.3.2. The process includes detailed review and analysing of item-non response and it’s reasons, checks for major data inconsistencies, wrong classification and coding of the data. In the case of need after identified inconsistencies or errors in this process, and if the reporting period is not ended, repetition of the collection process might be applied. The procedures on approaching the respondents for clarifications or re-submitting the reports are part of the plan developed in sub-process 4.2.1.

5.3.2 Apply automated control. In this sub-process, automated control procedures are performed according to the plan and defined deadlines. In the case of need after identified inconsistencies in this process, and if the reporting period is not ended, repetition of the collection process might be applied.

5.3.3 Obtain and analyze quality control tables. In this sub-process, the quality control tables provided by the internally developed system are analysed. This system for quality control tables is developed by SSC for detecting errors and inconsistency of initially collected data. It’s used by the methodologists to analyse the quality of the received input data and to verify if the initially generated aggregates (from collected data) meets the expectations. In the case of need quality control tables are sent to RSOs for verification and further processing.

5.4 Edit and impute. Where data are considered incorrect, missing or unreliable, new values may be inserted in this sub-process. The terms editing and imputation cover a variety of methods to do this, often using a rule-based approach. Specific steps typically include:

- the determination of whether to add or change data;
- the selection of the method to be used;
- adding / changing data values;
- writing the new data values back to the data set, and flagging them as changed;
- the production of metadata on the editing and imputation process.

This sub-process covers three sub-processes:

5.4.1 Identify imputation (conditional calculation) elements. In this sub-process identification of the imputation elements is done. It includes identification of coverage of the imputation needed as well as the types of elements such as statistical units, items or
variables to be imputed. The reason might be non-response or use of a combination of data sources planned in sub sub-process 1.5.3.

5.4.2 **Conduct imputation (conditional calculation)**. In this sub sub-process imputation procedures are applied based on results from 5.4.1. Relevant elements are imputed to the initial input data, before deriving new variables or units. In some cases it might need to repeat sub-process 5.2 where procedures for classification and coding of the input data are applied.

5.4.3 **Assess, edit and document imputation**. In this sub sub-process assessment of the applied imputation is conducted. Assessment includes calculation of imputation rate and other processing quality indicators.

5.5 Derive new variables and units. This sub-process derives data for variables and units that are not explicitly provided in the collection, but are needed to deliver the required outputs. It derives new variables by applying arithmetic formulae to one or more of the variables that are already present in the dataset, or applying different model assumptions. This activity may need to be iterative, as some derived variables may themselves be based on other derived variables. It is therefore important to ensure that variables are derived in the correct order. New units may be derived by aggregating or splitting data for collection units, or by various other estimation methods. Examples include deriving households where the collection units are person, or enterprises where the collection units are legal units. This sub-process covers two sub sub-processes:

5.5.1 **Derive new variables and units**. In this sub sub-process, new variables or units are derived based on results from sub-process 2.2. Derived new variables or units are needed for obtaining aggregates or to calculate indicators, indices or other statistical outputs.

5.5.2 **Integrate derived new variables and units into processing data base**. In this sub sub-process derived new variables or units in sub sub-process 5.5.1 are integrated into processing data base. In some cases, new variables might be derived through creating and calculating weights in sub sub-process 5.6.1.

5.6 Calculate weights. This sub-process creates weights for unit data records according to the methodology created in sub-process 2.5 “Design processing and analysis”. In the case of sample surveys, weights can be used to "gross-up" results to make them representative of the target population, or to adjust for non-response in total enumerations. In other situations, variables may need weighting for normalisation purposes. This sub-process covers two sub sub-processes:

5.6.1 **Calculate weights**. In this sub sub-process, weights are created or calculated. The reasons can be non-response, grossing up factors, deriving new variables or units (sub sub-process 5.5.2) etc. In many cases, the sampling experts are involved in this sub-process.

5.6.2 **Integrate calculated weights into processing data base**. In this sub sub-process calculated or created weights are integrated into processing data base for further calculations or obtaining aggregates. In many cases the sampling experts are involved in this sub-process.

5.7 Calculate aggregates. This sub-process creates aggregate data and population totals from micro-data or lower-level aggregates. It includes summing data for records sharing certain characteristics, determining measures of average and dispersion, and applying
weights from sub-process 5.6 to derive appropriate totals. In the case of sample surveys, sampling errors may also be calculated in this sub-process, and associated to the relevant aggregates. This sub-process covers one sub-sub-process:

5.7.1 **Obtain or calculate aggregate elements.** In this sub-sub-process, aggregates are obtained or calculated. Obtaining may be done through a request to the primary database by a special tool which provides aggregates or calculates new aggregates derived from initial ones. It also might include applying weights from 5.6 to derive appropriate totals.

5.8 **Finalise data files.** This sub-process brings together the results of the other sub-processes in this phase and results in a data file (usually of macro-data), which is used as the input to the "Analyse" phase. Sometimes this may be an intermediate rather than a final file, particularly for business processes where there are strong time pressures, and a requirement to produce both preliminary and final estimates. This sub-process covers two sub-sub-processes:

5.8.1 **Prepare processed data files for analysing.** In this sub-sub-process, the processed data files (data bases) are prepared for analysing. The data files should contain the micro data, weights and aggregates processed in sub-process 5.5.

5.8.2 **Archive processed data files.** In this sub-sub-process archiving of the processed data files and documentation about procedures performed during the phase "Process". In some cases, recalculation of quarterly data or to summarising it for the reference period is needed. For that reason, processed aggregates and data files, including all supporting files and documents needed for this processing(e.g. SPSS syntax files, data files for National Accounts, tables with weights) are being archived.
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In this phase, statistical outputs are produced, examined in detail and made ready for dissemination. It includes preparing statistical content (including commentary, technical notes, etc.), and ensuring outputs are “fit for purpose” prior to dissemination to customers. This phase also includes the sub-processes and activities that enable statistical analysts to understand the statistics produced. For statistical outputs produced regularly, this phase occurs in every iteration. The "Analyse" phase and sub-processes are generic for all statistical outputs, regardless of how the data were sourced.

The "Analyse" phase is broken down into five sub-processes, which are generally sequential, from left to right, but can also occur in parallel, and can be iterative. The sub-processes are:

6.1 **Prepare draft outputs.** This sub-process is where the data are transformed into statistical outputs. It includes the production of additional measurements such as indices, trends or seasonally adjusted series, as well as the recording of quality characteristics. This sub-process covers two sub-sub-processes:

6.1.1 **Prepare draft outputs.** This sub-sub-process is focused on preparing of initial (draft) outputs derived from the calculated aggregates in 5.7. or updated outputs from previous iterations. It also includes additional calculation of indices, new aggregations when it's needed. Quality indicators as non-response rates, sampling errors or others required indicators are also calculated in parallel with the preparation of the draft outputs. In many cases, these calculations are performed by the "Centre for Scientific Research and Statistical Innovation". The quality indicators might be used for additional validation of outputs in sub-process 6.2. or as additional information in sub-sub-process 8.2.1.

6.1.2 **Apply seasonal adjustments on draft outputs.** In this sub-sub-process calculation of trends, seasonally adjusted time series are performed.

6.2 **Validate outputs.** This sub-process is where statisticians validate the quality of the outputs produced, in accordance with a general quality framework and with expectations. This sub-process also includes activities involved with the gathering of intelligence, with the cumulative effect of building up a body of knowledge about a specific statistical domain. This knowledge is then applied to the current collection, in the current environment, to identify any divergence from expectations and to allow informed analyses. Validation activities can include:

- checking that the population coverage and response rates are as required;
- comparing the statistics with previous cycles (if applicable);
- checking that the associated metadata and paradata (process metadata) are present and in line with expectations;
- confronting the statistics against other relevant data (both internal and external);
- investigating inconsistencies in the statistics;
- performing macro editing;
- validating the statistics against expectations and domain intelligence.

This sub-process covers four sub-sub-processes:

6.2.1 **Identify discrepancies or errors.** In this sub-sub-process, the draft outputs are checked again for errors and discrepancy, including for such which might occurred during the process phase.

6.2.2 **Compare draft outputs with previous periods.** In this sub-sub-process produced draft outputs are compared with the previous reference periods.
6.2.3 **Analyze draft outputs for cross domain coherence.** In this sub sub-process produced draft outputs are analysed for cross domain coherence when similar outputs are produced by other statistical domains.

6.2.4 **Edit outputs.** In this sub sub-process, macro editing of the outputs is performed in case of need. Mainly after performed cross domain coherence analyses.

6.3 **Interpret and explain outputs.** This sub-process is where the in-depth understanding of the outputs is gained by statisticians. They use that understanding to interpret and explain the statistics produced for this cycle by assessing how well the statistics reflect their initial expectations, viewing the statistics from all perspectives using different tools and media, and carrying out in-depth statistical analyses. This sub-process covers two sub sub-processes:

6.3.1 **Review and evaluate outputs.** In this sub-process, a review and evaluation of the outputs are done. The process is focused on reviewing and comparing the expectations about the structures of the results, trends over time, indices.

6.3.2 **Analyze and interpret outputs using different tools.** In this sub sub-process, analyse and interpretation of the outputs are done. It includes preparing of additional interpretations, analysing the results by using different presentation or visualization tools as tables, graphics, maps etc. In some cases, additional (textual or graphical explanations) descriptions are prepared.

6.4 **Apply disclosure control.** This sub-process ensures that the data (and metadata) to be disseminated do not breach the appropriate rules on confidentiality. This may include checks for primary and secondary disclosure, as well as the application of data suppression or perturbation techniques. The degree and method of disclosure control may vary for different types of outputs, for example the approach used for micro-data sets for research purposes will be different to that for published tables or maps. This sub-process covers two sub sub-processes:

6.4.1 **Identify outputs for disclosure control.** This sub sub-process is focused on identifying of outputs which are an object of disclosure control. The Identification is based on determined objectives in sub sub-process 1.3.1 and internal rules for applying disclosure control. The process includes not only the identification of confidential outputs but also units and statistical figures.

6.4.2 **Apply disclosure control and update outputs.** This sub sub-process is focused on applying disclosure control techniques for different type of statistical products (e.g. tables, graphs and maps) determined in sub-process 2.1. The activities performed in this sub sub-process include updating the outputs with the results of applied disclosure control. In some cases, the rate of disclosed figures or units is documented and later included as explanatory or additional notes to the final outputs. (sub sub-process 6.5.1) Disclosure control is applied according to results of sub sub-process 6.4.1 as well as legal documents and guidelines describing procedures how to prepare outputs with confidentiality treatment.

6.5 **Finalise outputs.** This sub-process ensures the statistics and associated information are fit for purpose and reach the required quality level, and are thus ready for use. It includes:

- completing consistency checks;
- determining the level of release, and applying caveats;
- collating supporting information, including interpretation, commentary, technical notes, briefings, measures of uncertainty and any other necessary metadata;
producing the supporting internal documents;
pre-release discussion with appropriate internal subject matter experts;
approving the statistical content for release.

This sub-process covers three sub-sub-processes:

6.5.1 Finalize analyzed outputs for dissemination. In this sub-sub-process final consistency checks, preparing of supporting information and discussions with experts from related departments (as dissemination department) is performed.

6.5.2 Approve analyzed outputs for dissemination. In this sub-sub-process finalised (analysed) outputs are prepared for review and approval before dissemination process. The finalised outputs are approved by the Chairman.

6.5.3 Archive the analyzed outputs. In this sub-sub-process, all analysed outputs and related documentation are archived.
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This phase manages the release of the statistical products to customers. It includes all activities associated with assembling and releasing a range of static and dynamic products via a range of channels. These activities support customers to access and use the outputs released by the statistical organisation.

For statistical outputs produced regularly, this phase occurs in each iteration. It is made up of five sub-processes, which are generally sequential, from left to right, but can also occur in parallel, and can be iterative. These sub-processes are:

7.1 Update output systems. This sub-process manages the update of systems where data and metadata are stored ready for dissemination purposes, including:

- formatting data and metadata ready to be put into output databases;
- loading data and metadata into output databases;
- ensuring data are linked to the relevant metadata.

Formatting, loading and linking of metadata should preferably mostly take place in earlier phases, but this sub-process includes a final check that all of the necessary metadata are in place ready for dissemination. This sub-process covers three sub-sub-processes:

7.1.1 Prepare outputs for upload into outputs data base. In this sub-sub-process finalised and approved outputs are prepared for upload into outputs data base. It can be an intermediate environment in the servers where IT department keeps the data before the official release time. It can be also structured data base of tables and files ready to be entered (uploaded) by subject matter departments directly to the dissemination data base according to the release time.

7.1.2 Upload outputs and metadata to outputs data base. In this sub-sub-process, the finalised statistical outputs (tables with indicators etc.) and related metadata files are uploaded to outputs data base or any environment provided by IT department for release the data online.

7.1.3 Mapping of outputs with relevant metadata. In this sub-sub-process, the mapping between the outputs and metadata files is ensured. It can be performed by providing the instruction to the IT department about the mapping between the files.

7.2 Produce dissemination products. This sub-process produces the products, as previously designed (in sub-process 2.1), to meet user needs. They could include printed publications, press releases and web sites. The products can take many forms including interactive graphics, tables, public-use micro-data sets and downloadable files. Typical steps include:

- preparing the product components (explanatory text, tables, charts, quality statements etc.);
- assembling the components into products;
- editing the products and checking that they meet publication standards.

This sub-process covers five sub-sub-processes:

7.2.1 Prepare dissemination products. This sub-sub-process is focused on the preparation of product components and integrate them in final dissemination products.

7.2.2 Prepare press-releases and analytical reports. In this sub-sub-process, press-releases and analytical reports to the governmental institutions are being prepared. It’s a standard procedure to prepare such products and being released and distributed through
established dissemination and communication channels with users of these products; in general media and governmental institutions.

7.2.3 Editorial work and translation of dissemination products. This sub sub-process is focused on the editorial work of textual content to be published according to internal dissemination policy of State Statistical Committee. It includes also a translation of the dissemination products in English language. In some cases translation in other languages might be required.

7.2.4 Approve dissemination products for release. In this sub sub-process, dissemination products which are prepared for release are being reviewed and approved by the relevant body of SSC as the Collegium and/or the Chairman of SSC.

7.2.5 Produce dissemination products. In this sub sub-process production of physical copies of statistical products is foreseen; Printing of publications, brochures and other materials.

7.3 Manage release of dissemination products. This sub-process ensures that all elements for the release are in place including managing the timing of the release. It includes briefings for specific groups such as the press or ministers, as well as the arrangements for any pre-release embargoes. It also includes the provision of products to subscribers, and managing access to confidential data by authorised user groups, such as researchers. Sometimes an organisation may need to retract a product, for example if an error is discovered. This is also included in this sub-process. This sub-process covers two sub sub-processes:

7.3.1 Manage release of dissemination products. In this sub sub-process, the real release is managed. It's based on the internal rules and data release calendar. It includes a procedure for distribution of printed copies of the products, sending analyses for the governmental bodies. Publishing of the data online and informing the users about the availability and access (internet, library, etc.) to the data.

7.3.2 Archive dissemination products. In this sub sub-process archiving of all produced and disseminated products is done. It includes archiving of the press releases and reports and other information supporting the release of the statistical products.

7.4 Promote dissemination products. Whilst marketing in general can be considered to be an over-arching process, this sub-process concerns the active promotion of the statistical products produced in a specific statistical business process, to help them reach the widest possible audience. It includes the use of customer relationship management tools, to better target potential users of the products, as well as the use of tools including web sites, wikis and blogs to facilitate the process of communicating statistical information to users. This sub-process covers two sub sub-processes:

7.4.1 Assess the use of disseminated products. In this sub sub-process assessment of use and user's satisfaction is done. It includes also collecting feedback in a systematic way from users and analysing it. The analyses of the feedback and user satisfaction are an important input in the overall evaluation of the production process performed in sub sub-process 8.2.1 as well as for the sub sub-process 1.1.4 during the next iteration of the production.
7.4.2 Promote dissemination products with different means. This sub-process includes promotion activities based on identified needs in 1.1.4 or analyses of user satisfaction and use of the data through the institutional web page. The process includes also organisation of specific events (such as press conferences, specific to the topic workshops or sending promotional materials to different user groups, social media promotion through Facebook page). In some cases promotion of the statistical products are done by participating in national or international events (seminars, workshops) related to the use of statistical data or other related topics.

7.5 Manage user support. This sub-process ensures that customer queries and requests for services such as micro-data access are recorded, and that responses are provided within agreed deadlines. These queries and requests should be regularly reviewed to provide an input to the over-arching quality management process, as they can indicate new or changing user needs. This sub-process covers one sub-sub-process:

7.5.1 Manage user's inquiries. In this sub-sub-process, user inquiries are reviewed and answered. It includes also consultations of users how to obtain the data needed.
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This phase manages the evaluation of a specific instance of a statistical business process, as opposed to the more general over-arching process of statistical quality management described in Section VI. It logically takes place at the end of the instance of the process, but relies on inputs gathered throughout the different phases. It includes evaluating the success of a specific instance of the statistical business process, drawing on a range of quantitative and qualitative inputs, and identifying and prioritising potential improvements. For statistical outputs produced regularly, evaluation should, at least in theory occur for each iteration, determining whether future iterations should take place, and if so, whether any improvements should be implemented. However, in some cases, particularly for regular and well established statistical business processes, evaluation may not be formally carried out for each iteration. In such cases, this phase can be seen as providing the decision as to whether the next iteration should start from the “Specify needs” phase, or from some later phase (often the “Collect” phase).

This phase is made up of three sub-processes, which are generally sequential, from left to right, but which can overlap to some extent in practice. These sub-processes are:

8.1. **Gather evaluation inputs.** Evaluation material can be produced in any other phase or sub-process. It may take many forms, including feedback from users, process metadata (paradata), system metrics, and staff suggestions. Reports of progress against an action plan agreed during a previous iteration may also form an input to evaluations of subsequent iterations. This sub-process gathers all of these inputs, and makes them available for the person or team producing the evaluation. This sub-process covers one sub sub-process:

8.1.1 **Collect assessment materials for all previous processes.** In this sub-process, all assessment materials from previous processes are being collected. This includes also evaluation reports with recommendations for improvement of the business process during the next iterations, developed in sub sub-process 3.6.2. The process activities include finalizing the quality related documents (quality reports, DESAP questionnaires, a mapping tables for GSBPM and other internal quality documents).

8.2. **Conduct evaluation.** This sub-process analyses the evaluation inputs and synthesises them into an evaluation report. The resulting report should note any quality issues specific to this iteration of the statistical business process, and should make recommendations for changes if appropriate. These recommendations can cover changes to any phase or sub-process for future iterations of the process, or can suggest that the process is not repeated. This sub-process covers one sub sub-process:

8.2.1 **Conduct evaluation of the production processes.** In this sub sub-process, all collected materials from 8.1.1 are being provided to the evaluation body (e.g. an internal working group, the Collegium, or the Methodological Council) for review and conduction of final evaluation of the business case and overall quality of the business process. As result, the evaluation report is being prepared with a statement(s) for the need of concrete short or long term changes. In the case of determined need of changes in the business process, a list of recommendations with proper justifications is being developed.

8.3. **Agree an action plan.** This sub-process brings together the necessary decision-making power to form and agree an action plan based on the evaluation report. It should also include consideration of a mechanism for monitoring the impact of those actions, which may, in turn, provide an input to evaluations of future iterations of the process. This sub-process covers one sub sub-process:
8.3.1 **Provide proposals for improvement actions.** In this sub sub-process developing an action plan for improvements is foreseen. The action plan takes into account the recommendations given in the evaluation process 8.2.1. It's an important input for the "Design" phase during the next iteration of the production process. It also includes steps or actions for monitoring the implementation of the recommendations in future, through monitoring mechanism proposed (and established) on an institutional level.

**Acronyms**

- **UNECE** - The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
- **OECD** - The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
- **EUROSTAT** - Statistical office of the European Union
- **GSBPM** - Generic Statistical Business Process Model
- **SSC** - State Statistical Committee
- **RSO** - Regional Statistical Organisations
- **IT** - Information technologies
- **DESAP** - Development of Self Assessment Programme
- **PAPI** - Personality and Preference Inventory
- **CAPI** - Computer assisted personal interviews
- **CATI** - Computer assisted telephone interviews
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